
Luciana is an empowering glam rock artist from Chile.
Her Maneskin-like sound blended with Lizzo's empowerment 
narrative bring a refreshing take to the pop and rock scene.

Punchy, power vocals over modern rock beats sing to us about 
prioritizing our pleasure in the song "FRIKY", and her latest 
single "I'm A Complicated Bitch" is the singer's unapologetic 
statement of  self  love and ownership. Both songs are part of  
her upcoming EP "For The FRIKY".

Luciana Garcia graduated from Musicians Institute in Los 
Angeles, CA, where she started her career in live music. After 
creating a local fan base in the city of  angels, and performing in 
legendary venues like Viper Room and Whisky A Gogo, she 

went onto conquer New York. Here, she became a full time 
artist, and discovered her punk yet glamorous sound by 
collaborating with Polish producer duo Kofeina on her latest 
music. The artist is currently focused on building her 
community online, while preparing for the release of  her EP 
and 2023 tour.

Luciana's earth-shaking stage presence, and power band 
support a fantastic live show that takes the audience through 
an intimate journey while being highly energetic and 
entertaining.

Luciana Garcia has one purpose here: to empower people 
through her music, and she is on it.
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P R E S S M U S I C

I'm A Complicated Bitch - Luciana Garcia

FRIKY - Luciana Garcia

"My hunger for knowledge is insatiable"

Buzz Music Blog

"The little fire I had as a kid being raised by powerful women got 

fueled when I faced the patriarchy" 

Muzz & Music Channel

"Once you find your purpose, figure out how you can serve the 

world through it"

Bold Moves Podcast

"Love wins. Everything you do from a place of love, flourishes"

VoyageLA Magazine

A  R  T  I  S  T

please contact lucianagarciamusic@gmail.com




